OD Matters
Celebrating ODiN at 20
Chris Rodgers
On 21 June 2019, the OD Innovation Network (ODiN) will be 20 years
old. With this in mind, ODiN Member, Bob MacKenzie suggested that it
would be fitting to put together this special edition of AMED’s journal eOrganisations & People (e-O&P), for which he serves as
commissioning editor. In acknowledging and celebrating this milestone,
the aim was that this would develop as a creative collaboration
between ODiN and AMED, in a spirit of critical friendship (MacKenzie,
2015). Excited by the prospect, I invited members to submit proposals
for potential articles, based on the broad topic of “OD Matters”. This
reprised the theme that had been explored more informally by
members on the occasion of the network’s tenth anniversary in 2009.
As before, I suggested that the word “matters” might be interpreted in a number of ways. That is, matter as
"substance" – covering the nature and scope of OD; matter as "subject" – relating to issues and questions in
OD; matter as "trouble" – addressing concerns or difficulties with OD; and matter as "being of importance" –
dealing with why OD is important and how it can make a difference.
Thirteen ODiN members responded to the challenge, by submitting the articles that form the core of this
publication. A number of them, together with other members of the network, also answered my later request
for them to send me details of any books that they have published. The extensive list of titles that resulted
adds further richness to this celebratory edition of e-O&P, which will form the centrepiece of the 20th
Anniversary meeting of ODiN on 9 July.

Introduction
In my initial invitation for members to submit articles, I suggested that the acronym “OD” can itself be
translated in three different ways. Most commonly, it is used to mean either Organisation Design or
Organisation Development, dependent upon context and/or local precedent. Most current members of ODiN
would – I believe – think of their practice primarily in terms of the latter. Some practitioners go so far as to
combine the two, referring to their practice as “OD&D”. Underlying each of the above, though, are the
underlying dynamics of organisation. In short, how whatever happens, happens. The third ‘OD’ of the trio,
therefore, refers to organisational dynamics.
In this editorial, I have begun by providing an overview of each of the articles and drawn out a number of
common themes. I have then put this celebratory issue in the context of ODiN, outlining the origins and
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formative years of the network, setting out the full 20 years of meetings in a sidebar and noting one or two
significant events in its history. I hope that you will find this compilation interesting and - especially as
regards the articles - informative and thought-provoking.

Overview of the articles
The items in this edition can usefully be grouped
under five general themes. The first of these sets
out some of the difficulties that can arise in giving
voice to one’s concerns and aspirations in the
midst

of

the

power-related

dynamics

of

organisation. In the context of OD, this underlines
the importance of finding one’s voice, as well as
enabling others to find theirs. The second theme
relates to two strands of thinking about organisation
and management that arose during the second
quarter of the 20th Century. The authors here argue
that these have contributed significantly to the
foundations of OD. The third group of articles
offers some diverse perspectives on OD practice;

Navigating the snakes and ladders of OD principles and
practice

embracing all three of the ‘ODs’ that I mentioned

earlier. Following these considerations of what constitutes leading-edge OD practice today, are three equally
diverse offerings under the theme of facing the future. These consider how OD practice might need to
change (and/or how it ought to change) to deal with a different future – whether dominated by shifts in
technology, or intensely human in its approach. Our final author issues a call to arms for OD practitioners,
making the case for them to apply their skills in the service of those who are seeking to address some of the
major challenges that are emerging in the world at large.
Giving voice and enabling others to find theirs
The journal begins with a powerful reflection by Ajoy Datta on the challenges that he faced in trying to shift
the patterns of management practice within an agency working in the field of international development. In
Complexity, contradictions and struggle: facilitating OD for international development, he charts both the
barriers he came up against and the new insights he gained. In particular, he recounts how he sought to
highlight the differences between the approaches that managers advocated for clients to use and the ways in
which they behaved internally. Ajoy’s story underlines the centrality of voice in bringing about change and in
building coalitions of support for new ways of working and new ways of being.
With this in mind, Alison Donaldson gives voice to her own experience of seeking to be heard – and of
helping the voices of others to be heard. In Voice Matters: a personal story about learning to speak and
listen in groups, she charts her path towards the finding of her own voice and the development of what she
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calls “conversational practice”. She argues that it’s in seeking to enhance the quality of one’s own and
others’ participation in the everyday conversational life of organisation that the route to more meaningful –
and potentially more successful – organisational performance can be found. Both Alison’s and Ajoy’s stories
highlight the impact that power relations have on the nature and functioning of organisation, and on the
outcomes that emerge.
Foundations of OD
The next two articles carry forward this important theme of seeking to enable the voices and choices of
everyone to be heard and acted upon. The authors explore the important contributions to OD thinking and
practice that have been provided by, on the one hand, Mary (Parker) Follett and, on the other, the early
advocates of humanistic management. In the first of these, My friend Mary: getting to know Mary Follett,
development pioneer, Jonathan Wilson explores the life and work of a truly great advocate of progressive
management (and, by inference, OD) practice.

In doing so, he draws lessons from these that are as

resonant today as they were in the 1930s and ‘40s.
In a similar vein, Gary Pass asks us to join him on his inquiry into the extent to which modern OD, and
organisational practice more generally, is rooted in the principles of humanistic psychology and the
management practices that are derived from these. In The humanistic roots of OD: a reclamation? he offers
his emerging thoughts on this ‘hidden history’. His aim in doing so is to provoke wider engagement in the
challenge of creating what he calls, “healthy human conditions for success and wellbeing at work”.
Perspectives on OD practice
Drawing on these and other foundations of OD, the subsequent five articles offer different perspectives on
how the principles of OD might be realised in practice. Bill Critchley, in his exposition of The new practice
of organisation consulting, introduces us to what he terms, “living inquiry”. This is based on a complex social
process view of organisational dynamics, in which organisation emerges in the ongoing process of
conversational interaction.
Sharon Varney also adopts a complexity-based view of organisation and OD practice. However, in her
explanation of an OD-based framework for advancing change practice, she roots her understanding in the
notion of organisation as a complex adaptive system. She goes on to explore three strands of OD in the
context of organisational change - strands which she refers to as diagnostic, dialogic and dynamic.
In his article entitled Digital Transformation: costly distraction or Holy Grail? Mark Anfilogoff questions the
means by which technology is used in the service of organisational change and performance. In particular,
he contrasts the rapid advancement and willing adoption of physical technologies with the limited ways in
which technology and related practices have been embraced by those using project management disciplines
to effect change. He also stresses the centrality of human interaction, and the importance of promoting agile
thinking and practices, to the effective delivery of change and performance.
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On a related theme, Daniel Thornton critiques the widespread advocacy and adoption of so-called “best
practice”, as a supposed route to superior organisational performance. As an approach that bears the stamp
of scientific rationality, it seemingly offers universal, context-free truths and assured success. In What’s
wrong with best practice in organisations? he argues that this smacks more of bad practice than best
practice. Instead, he offers a way forward that he sees as being much more congruent with the complex
reality of organisation.
To complete this section, Tony Page extols the virtue of using writing as a means of unlocking people’s
creative resources for personal and organisational benefit. In We can all be Writers … with a capital ‘W’, he
shows how writing can be used – by OD practitioners and clients alike – as a means of gaining greater selfand other-awareness; as a basis for generating more imaginative ways forward; and, echoing our opening
theme, as another way of ‘giving voice’ to our thoughts and feelings.
Facing the future
Armed with these insights into various strands of OD practice, what challenges might managers and OD
practitioners face in the future? And how might these perspectives and methodologies best be deployed? In
an article that draws on his November 2018 ODiN session, Paul Levy challenges us to consider the possible
implications of rapidly advancing technologies on OD practice. Using a scenario-based approach, he
transports us forwards 10, 20 and 30 years. As he does so, he exposes and explores an organisational world
that is infused with so-called artificial intelligence, as well as with ever-advancing forms of virtual and
augmented reality. In Facilitating robots: how will OD facilitation change in the emerging digital future? he
takes us on a fascinating journey into the might-be world of potential organisational futures; challenging us
along the way to consider how we might anticipate and respond - both practically and ethically - to the issues
that emerge.
By way of complete contrast, Louise Redmond sets out the case for OD specialists to help corporate clients
look beyond the various means that they might use in pursuit of maximising shareholder value. She argues
that they should use their knowledge and skills to help managers address The purpose of the corporation –
that is, attending to the ‘Why?’ as well as the ‘How?’ of organisational performance. In particular, she
maintains that there is a need for practitioners to help managers shift the fundamental reason for being of
their corporations to ones which better serve the interests of all of those involved and which seek to enhance
the quality of human being.
Finally here, in our consideration of a potentially different future for OD practice, Nick Wright provides a
beautiful account of time he spent in the Philippines, in the company of a local woman called Jasmin. Under
the evocative title, A radical heart: lessons in love and leadership from Jasmin in the Philippines, his story
provides a glimpse of true leadership. He sees this as an outcome that emerges from the day-to-day actions
and interactions of ordinary people (that is to say, people like us) who, through their in-the-moment actions,
achieve extra-ordinary things. Leadership is not – as it is so often portrayed in mainstream OD - an elite
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practice confined to a few, high-profile and formally appointed individuals. Future OD practice needs to
reflect this reality, emphasising the essentially human and relational nature of organisation and the everpresent possibility of acts of leadership.
A call to arms
To complete the collection of articles, Pete Burden addresses, head-on, the question of the importance of
OD in today’s world. He argues that OD Matters – a lot! Against the backcloth of recent developments in OD
practice, as well as what he describes as “threats to the well-being of humanity, and indeed even to our very
existence”, he maintains that OD practitioners have knowledge and skills that might usefully be deployed in
addressing some of these issues. His contribution provides a fitting close to this suite of articles, in the form
of a call to arms for OD practitioners. He argues that, as OD professionals, we should use our talents to help
mobilise the collective action of people beyond the conventional ‘boundaries’ of OD practice. In doing so, we
can help others in the wider community to become better equipped to meet current and emerging challenges
– whatever they happen to be.
Common threads
In reflecting on this tapestry of views on ‘matters OD’, it seems to me that there are a number of common
threads woven throughout the various articles. These provide some useful provocations to stimulate further
thinking and practice, including:
▪

The centrality of human being and human interaction to leadership, performance and change.

▪

The importance of enabling the voices and choices of everyone to emerge and be taken seriously,
both in spoken and written form.

▪

The challenge of recognising, valuing and seeking to integrate difference, without losing the
challenge and creativity that difference brings.

▪

The value of drawing insights from early thinkers and practitioners in the broad field of organisation
and management practice, and translating these into the current context.

▪

The significance of purpose – both individual and collective, espoused and actual – in shaping what
happens.

▪

The increasingly ubiquitous nature of technology and its potential effect on people’s participation,
practice and performance – both positive and negative.

▪

The continuing need to enable and exploit organisational ‘agility’, in the broadest sense of the word

▪

The need for an ethical grounding to OD practice.

▪

Recognition of the power-related nature of human interaction – and, hence, of organisation.

▪

The need to take complexity seriously.
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In their own write… a catalogue of books written by ODiN members
In further celebration of ODiN’s 20th anniversary, the articles in
this edition are followed by a list of books that have been written
by current members of the network. This showcases another of
the ways in which members have sought to influence people’s
understanding and practice of organisation and management
(as well as recognising a few examples in which they have
ventured into other genres).
Books, of course, are not the only ways in which members have used the written word to disseminate their
ideas. Many more have published articles in this and other journals, as well as producing research papers
and so on. So, we also acknowledge those in the ODiN network whose offerings – like those in this journal –
will have been no less influential in helping to shape people’s knowledge and skills in the broad field of OD.
However, for reasons of space and time, we have not been able to include the details of these publications
here.

Twenty years of ODiN: 1999-2019
To complete this editorial, I have set out below a pen
picture of the first 20 years of the OD Innovation
Network itself.
Pre-History
The origins of ODiN can be traced back to the early
1990s. In a previous life, it existed as a peer-network
SCHEDULE OF ODiN MEETINGS

of senior managers from large-scale organisations in
by Price Waterhouse’s Global Leader of Change,
Colin Price. When he moved to the USA in 1997, the

Establishing the network - Terry Mills

1999

both the public and private sectors. The group was run

ODiN name adopted
Initial meeting details lost in the annals of time!

meetings continued briefly but soon fell into abeyance.
Thankfully, in February 1999, Unigate’s Terry Mills

of the network, to see if there was an appetite for

2000

moved to close the gap. He wrote to former members

Details of early meetings lost

meetings to continue without PW’s sponsorship and

Partnership Working - Naomi Stanford
Career Path Appreciation -Gillian Stamp
Collaborative Working: Concepts, Themes and
Models - Danny Chesterman

facilitation. In response, a dozen of us attended the
inaugural meeting of what is now ODiN, at BA’s
Waterside headquarters on 21 June 1999 (see the list
of Attendees in the Box, below).
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Shadow-side Dynamics - Chris Rodgers

ATTENDEES AT THE INAUGURAL
MEETING – 2 JUNE 1999

Naomi Stanford, British Airways*
Derek Brimley, British Airways*

2001

Terry Mills, Unigate

Complexity and the Shadow Side of Organisations Ralph Stacey
Introducing Complexity into Organisations: Tools
and Techniques - Rowena Davis
Managing Complexity in Local Government - Danny
Chesterman

Neil Robertson, British Airways

Attractive Leadership - Jack Fallow

Geoff Merchant, Cabinet Office

Risk and Uncertainty (1) - Geoff Merchant and Terry
Bowden

Christine Larson, Express Ltd
Risk and Uncertainty (2) - Gill Marsh, Louise
Redmond, Naomi Stanford, Jonathan Slater

Louise Redmond, SmithKline Beecham*

Changing Conversational Patterns - Chris Blantern

Andrew Ironside, Salomons

Terry Bowden, Barclays

2002

Jack Fallow, Gasforce Ltd

Alan Saunders, BIOSS

Risk and Uncertainty (3) - Group Learning
Leadership: Gas Force Case Study - Jack Fallow
Barclays Leadership: How to Build Enterprise-Wide
Leadership - Terry Bowden
Scottish Leadership Foundation - Zoë van
Zwanenberg

and me*, the biggest of big cheeses from
Chris Rodgers Consulting Ltd.

Emergent Change - Fiona Ellis and Peter Binns
Writing in Organisations - Alison Donaldson

*Current members – MAR 2019

Storytelling in Organisations - Julie Allan

2003

Taking off at British Airways
In the period between my first, informal conversation

Engaging Staff in Delivering Change Projects - Sally
Cantello, Rowena Davis and Fran Spencer
Barclays Leadership Programme Update - Terry
Bowden and Barclays Managers
Cross-Cultural Leadership - Chris Brewster and
Fran Spencer

with Terry and the BA launch meeting, I had left the
generating company, National Power, and started life

only person in the room who was not employed by a
large organisation. And a couple of those at the
meeting were not too keen on having a consultant in
their midst! After a brief exchange on the subject, I

2004

as an independent consultant. As a result, I was the

Cultural Assessment Tool - Fiona Anderson
Leadership in Practice – Group discussion

Luckily (for me at least) Naomi Stanford had just

She suggested that

leaving at that stage might be a little precipitate and

2005

aims and ways of working.

Survey of members to assess the interest in
continuing with the Network.

Relaunch at Cass Business School …

offered to withdraw from the yet-to-be-formed network.
agreed to facilitate a discussion on the new network’s

“Shaping the Way We Work”: Achieving cultural
transformation and business benefits - Fiona
Anderson and Ken Wright

Stimulating learning and change by cultivating
communities of practice and narrative writing Elizabeth Lank and Alison Donaldson
Organisational Change at BA Following Events of 11
September 2001 - Sara Smart

that it would probably be better for the group to take

Perspectives on Leadership (stimulated by “Sid’s
Heroes”) - Chris Rodgers

stock of how things were working after six months or

System-Centred Theory - Rowena Davis

so.
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This was eventually agreed – with one caveat. One

System-Centred Training - Rowena Davis and Sally
Klein

of those present was (quite rightly) adamant that the

Introduction to Cass Centre for Leadership, Learning
and Change - David Sims

network should not become a forum for selling
I readily agreed to that

principle, which remains central to ODiN’s ethos to

2006

consultancy services.

this day. And, thanks to Naomi’s timely intervention,

Using Storytelling to Develop a Leadership Framework
at BA - Sara Smart
Using Story as a Medium for Transformational Change
- Geoff Mead
Use of Writing and Narrative in Organisations - Alison
Donaldson

I’m also still here! An extract from Terry Mills’s notes

Leading Change through Informal Coalitions - Chris
Rodgers

of that first meeting are reproduced in the Appendix.

Followership - Danny Chesterman

The ODiN name

name for the new network, I suggested (half-jokingly)

2007

At the end of our initial discussions on the proposed
that we should consider calling it “ODiN” (the OD

Organisational Design - Christine Irwin
ROI of Coaching - Cathy Fennell

mythology, I also agreed to check if there was a ‘fit’

The Evolution of Organisations and their Response to
Change - Cathy Dunn, Andreas Priestland and Hilary
Rowland

between the mythological characteristics of Odin and

Open Space event; What do we bring to each other as
members of ODiN? - Andrew Miller and Gary Pass

those of our proposed network. I set out the results of

2008

from which is included below. As I said at the time,

Brand and Culture - Fiona Anderson
Leadership Blind Spots - Karen Blakeley

Innovation Network). Since Odin was a god in Norse

my very brief search in a note to members, an extract

Thought Leadership - Robin Ryde

“there are some definite links, if we wish to make

What Makes You a Leader? - David Lett
Words and Pictures: Arts Practices as Organisational
Interventions - Dawn Langley
Taking a Solutions Focus – New Approaches to
Organisational Development - Paul Z Jackson

them.”

Strength-Based Organisation: Applying a Positive
Focus to Organisational Issues - Nicky Page

ODiN
NLP – A Critical Appreciation for Managers and
Developers - Paul Tosey

OD INNOVATION NETWORK

Globalisation – What does it mean for OD
Practitioners? - Naomi Stanford

According to Norse mythology, Odin was the greatest
of the gods: the supreme creator and god of everything

great magical powers, which he gained by drinking from
the wellspring of knowledge.

2009

from wisdom to war - including culture! He possessed

His desire for learning

OD Practice in the UK - Sharon Varney and Valerie
Garrow
ODiN 10th Anniversary: Communication Magic Dexter Moscow and Marc Paul
Storytelling, Leadership and Change - Tony Page and
Philip Goodwin

was so great that he gave up his right eye to drink from

Dialogue: How to Create Change in Organisations
through Conversation -Sarah Rozenthuler and Sarah
Hill

this well of knowledge.
Wisdom, the desire for knowledge, culture and war

Applying Improvisation - Belina Raffy

well. I’m not sure that we would agree to give up our

Mental Toughness and OD - Doug Strycharczyk

right eyes to drink from the well of (our collective)

Developing Leaders through Coaching - Gill How and
Zoey Hudson

knowledge, but six days a year ought to be a
reasonable substitute!

2010

(strategy /winning/ defeating the competition) all fit very

Best Practice in OD Evaluation - Liz Finney and Carol
Jefkins
The Search for Leadership: An Organisational
perspective - Bill Tate

14 September 1999

The Elephants Under the Table: What are yours? Julian Burton and Sam Deeks
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And so, on 14 September 1999, the ODiN name was
adopted. A couple of years later, I pointed out that

Coaching as Organisational Development: Meet the
panel - Paul Z Jackson and a range of authors of
articles in e-O&P

Odin’s warriors were known as Berserks!

Is that Wise? - Julie Allan

Highly

with one of the original ideas, that ODiN might be

2011

appropriate, I think! And this seemed to fit very well
used to test out “Barking Mad” thinking (see Appendix

Metaphors, Ways of Thinking and Organisational
Intervention: Cliff Oswick
Getting Engaged: Jonathan Wilson and Doug Shaw
Is your organisation fully charged? How to boost and
sustain an organisation's energy - Bernd Vogel

below). Several years later, a member drew attention

Organisational Cultural Dynamics - Nick Wright

to the less appealing nature of ODiN’s attributes. By
then, though, the name was well established and

The ODiNpic Games 2012 - Nicky Maiden and Paul Z
Jackson

comfortingly familiar to members.

Leadership and Change: It’s People not Rocket
Science - Jennifer Bryan

A schedule of the ODiN meetings that have taken

2012

Ups, downs and ups again

An action learning session on members’ issues and
challenges of the moment - Deborah Booth and Karen
Maxwell

place over the past 20 years is included in the

The Wiggly World of Organisational Dynamics - Chris
Rodgers

sidebar. There are a few gaps at the beginning, when

The Next Framework - Mark Baxter

meetings were convened by ‘snail mail’ and most of

Landscape of the Mind - Kate Hopkinson

the records – and people’s recollections - are now

Informal Learning: What is all the fuss about? - Paul
Matthews

long gone. In the early years, meetings were held on

The Three Revolutions of Organisation Design - Giles
Slinger

members’ premises; and finding these became an
difficult

task

for

Terry Mills,

who

continued to organise the sessions at that time.

2013

increasingly

Attendance was also an issue from time to time. I
recall that there were only about half-a-dozen people

A Reflexive Twist on Action Learning: Immersed
Reflexivity and the Co-Construction of Identity - Rob
Warwick and Douglas Board
Host Leadership: Dancing between hero and servant
in a new yet ancient metaphor for leaders - Mark
McKergow
Organisational Health: An Integrated Approach to
Building Optimum Performance - Naomi Stanford

at the meeting that I led on the shadow side of

The Craft of Relational Consulting - Bill Critchley

organisations in January 2001. And the network
Words that Change Cultures - Janine Waldman

nearly folded altogether in March 2004, when current

The Business Case for Love: How courageous leaders
build strong sustainable organisations - Christine
Miller

members Fiona Anderson and Ken Wright ran an
excellent session on cultural transformation.

Their

of us at the Royal Mail headquarters in Old Street.

2014

efforts were rewarded by the attendance of just three

‘Morganisation Design’: Group Conversations based
on reflective paper by Gareth Morgan - Chris Rodgers
Developing the Agile, Engaged Organisation - Linda
Holbeche
The 31 Practices: Release the power of your
organisation values every day - Alison Whybrow and
Alan Williams
The Collusion of mediocrity as the curse of OD - Paul
Levy
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As a result of this, the remaining meetings in 2004

Inquiring into the Role of the Facilitator - Bill Critchley
and Chris Rodgers

were cancelled and Fiona volunteered to carry out an

The Remarkable Mary Parker Follett: Ideas We Need
Today - Jonathan Wilson and Pete Burden

ad hoc survey of members to see if there was still any

poor attendance in March, people were generally
enthusiastic to continue – provided that the logistical

Shifting from Complaining and Blaming to ProblemSolving: Using Writing to Sensemake and Learn from
Practice - Rowena Davis

2015

interest in continuing with the network. Despite the

Finding the strength in vulnerability - Jo McHale

problems could be sorted out. And so, towards the

Beyond Performance - In Pursuit of Organisational
Health - Colin Price

end of 2004, Rowena Davis and I decided that we

Building a culture, a leadership team and… a bank Anne-Marie Lister

would try to resurrect the network.
Developing Trusting Relationships at Work - Rob
Warwick and Alison Donaldson

Jack Fallow, the third attendee at the March session,

A World Café on Evidence-Based Practice - Jonathan
Wilson and Chris Rodgers

reminded us that Cass Business School’s David Sims
had previously offered to ‘house’ the meetings. When

first re-launched meeting was held in January 2005,
led – appropriately – by Fiona Anderson.

2016

I contacted him, he enthusiastically agreed; and the

Moral and Ethical Dilemmas in Organisation - Jeremy
Clare

Thanks to David Sims’s successor, Cliff Oswick, we

"A Sense of wonder": Exploring ways of seeing,
thinking, and feeing in a complex world - Roger Niven
ODiN EXTRA: From "caring for" to "caring about": An
exploration of the role of leadership in the
contemporary NHS - Mark Cole
ODiN: Bringing Purpose to Life - Pete Burden and Rob
Warwick

continue to meet at Cass whenever they are able to

ODiN’s ‘Room 101’: Design, Development and
Dynamics - Johnathan Wilson with guests: Nick
Richmond, Linda Holbeche and Bill Critchley

accommodate us.

Speaking truth to power: Silencing self and others at
work: an inquiry into OD possibilities - John Higgins
Developing an Anti-Hubris Toolkit: Eugene SadlerSmith and Graham Robinson

2017

Thinking about Organisational Development and some
of its most recent methods: Taking Complexity
Seriously - Chris Mowles
Finding our Place: An introduction to Systemic
Coaching and Constellations - Sarah Rozenthuler and
Edward Rowland
Exploring leadership through the lens of relational
practices, creativity and learning in the space between
- Julian Burton and Chris Hayes
Using Processes of Counter-factualization in Dialogic
OD Interventions - Cliff Oswick

ODiN at Cass
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Terry’s legacy

Humanistic Management: Introduction and critical
review - Christina Schwabenland

The rest, as they say, is history! However, it would be

Dialogical Approach(es) to Organisational
Development - Member-initiated conversations

remiss of me not to highlight the vital part played by

and organising the meetings in the early years.

Systems-Centered® Functional subgrouping: a
method for solving problems and resolving conflict Rowena Davis and Peter Burden

2018

Terry Mills in picking up the baton from PW in 1998

Imperfect Love and the exceptional Leader: Coaching
the childhood story - Sarah Hill and Donata Caira

Sadly, he died suddenly and unexpectedly on 27
December 2005, but his legacy lives on in what is

Agile: More than the latest fad? - Kate Griffiths and
Kath Roberts

now a vibrant and thriving network of external

OD in the age of Artificial Intelligence, Robots and
Cyborgs: The Future is Here - Paul Levy

consultants and in-house practitioners.
The New Science of Great Teams – Will Thomas
Where Community Development meets Organisation
Development - Matt Scott

Set out below is an extract from the notes that Terry

Introduction to the Viable System Model - Patrick
Hoverstadt

Mills produced after the first meeting.

2019

Appendix

ODiN 20th Anniversary - OD Matters: A celebration Members
How to generate real dialogue and facilitate the
change that is needed - Caroline Pakel
Crafting stories for impact - Paul Z Jackson
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This gives a flavour of some of the expectations and principles that were agreed at the start of the group. I
took away an action to turn these into a formal outline of the network, and the latest version of this is only
marginally changed from the original.
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the difficulties experienced in 2004. She remains a regular attendee and oft-time session leader. Most
importantly, she holds a back-up list of members’ email addresses, in case I end up under the proverbial bus!
Finally, here, I would like to thank Jonathan Wilson for the occasions on which he has hosted the meetings
in my absence, and for managing to secure alternative venues, when rooms have been unavailable at Cass.
On the one occasion that my daughter was able to attend a meeting, I was otherwise engaged with a client.
When we later spoke about the session, she said “the person who was me [i.e. Jonathan] was very good”.
Enough said!
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